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Volunteer Spotlight: Carlos and Madelyn Alvarino

About four years ago, Carlos and Madelyn Alvarino
were attending the Miami Beach Leadership Academy, when they sat in on a presentation about the
Guardian ad Litem Program. Soon after, the couple
took the plunge together and became certified Guardians ad Litem.
The couple took on this new task as a team and in
their tenure have advocated for four children. Aside
from being fantastic advocates (and the recipients of
this year’s Division 01 GALs of the Year Award), the
couple loves watching sports, reading, walking, theater, travel and classical music concerts. Carlos is an Insurance Company CFO, while Madelyn is a University Professor.
Below, the couple answered some of our questions (about themselves and about being GALs), as a team, because as
Madelyn best put it: “We answered them as a team, which we are, in GAL and in life.”
GAL: Describe yourself in 3 words.
Carlos & Madelyn: Caring, honest, pragmatic.
What makes you passionate about the cause?
We love children. The children are the future. Being part of GAL, we are confident that we can assist children to a brighter future.
What’s the best compliment one of your GAL kids has ever paid you?
They have given us their love.
What do you consider a happy ending for a child in care?
Every case is different. A happy ending would be to find the best outcome possible for the child’s future.
What’s the best experience you’ve had as a Guardian ad Litem?
There have been many good ones. But one of the best was to have the child adopted by her caretaker who loved her and accepted
her as her own child.
What advice do you have for anyone considering becoming a Guardian ad Litem volunteer?
There is no better way to apply and act on your faith than to help another human being, especially children.

We would like to commend Chanika Fordham for the fantastic work she is doing! Chanika is a brand new GAL and she is already
doing an amazing job! While juggling a full time job and just receiving her first case, Chanika has proven that she is well on her way
to being an outstanding GAL! With barely any notice, she came to Court for an emergency hearing, and spent several hours waiting
for the case to be called. Chanika never complained about the wait and happily played with three very small children while they
were anxiously waiting for the case to be called. She was an effective advocate during the hearing and she confidently testified in
the hearing to help fight for the children’s best interests! After the hearing, while the children’s caregiver was waiting to receive
some orders, Chanika helped watch the children, even though at this point it was late in the afternoon on a Friday.
Thank you so much Chanika for all of the wonderful work you have done so far and we look forward to continuing to work with you
to be a voice for children!
-Brian Roffman and Carmen Munoz

Courtney Dieterle has been a volunteer since 2016 . Courtney was assigned her first case on November 30, 2016 , which happened to be a teenage girl who was adopted at a very young age, and retuned back to the system in her teenage years after her
parents decided to divorce and go their separate ways . Since assigning her this case, Courtney has been nothing short of excellent .
Courtney communicates with her team effectively , turns in needed reports on time, and attends majority of her hearings to
make sure her child’s voice is heard . However , what I admire most about Courtney is that from day one, she has put in her best
efforts to communicate and build a trusting relationship with a child who has lost all hope that in her teenage years. She will find
her forever family! When the child was facing a difficult time at her foster home due to bullying , and the child threatened everyone that she would run away from her placement if not moved immediately, Courtney stepped right in to comfort the
child, deescalate the situation and even assisted in locating a placement that would make her feel comfortable. Courtney has also
done a great job at making sure her child’s educational, personal and emotional needs are being met on a daily basis.
While Courtney has not been a GAL for long and advocated for numerous children like some of our vets in the program, I believe
she has done an outstanding job demonstrating GAL five C’s: Communicating to Children , Communication to Build
Trust , Collective Empowerment , Collaboration and Courtesy.
-Kenisha Wilcox
Lai-Ching Long is such an amazing GAL. She has gone so far above and beyond. I want to thank Lai-Ching from the bottom of my
heart! You are an amazing GAL! Thank you for taking so much of your time with this case….I know it’s been hundreds of hours
since February, 2017. You are always there when we need you. We appreciate all of your hard work, determination, and
thoughtfulness. Thanks also to Alex Falcon, CAM 2 and Maritza Torres, CAM 1 on this case. Much appreciated!
-Lynn A. Misset, Esq.
Sheree Peart is the Volunteer Support Liaison – Division 3 and supports Mary Walton, CAM2 for the OOC Division. She volunteers
when her work load is done with Division 3. Her supervisor Loretta Kendregan and I coordinate with her. She even comes forward
freely when she has extra time.
Sheree has learned to load in Optima – OOC cases as well as run monthly reports for me when she does for her Division 3. She is a
benefit to me. Sheree is also very skilled in spreadsheets and Ad-hoc reports in Optima. She makes the workload easy.
Congratulations to Sheree’s efforts as we all are for the child.
-Mary Walton and Loretta Kendregan

Emmanuelle Cagol-Landrieu is an exceptional volunteer Guardian ad Litem. She has only been a Guardian ad Litem volunteer for
one year, but she has shown that she is willing to go through obstacles for the children that we serve—far exceeding the scope of
what is required of her. One of her cases involves a seven year old girl that is has several diagnoses. This child had experienced approximately eight placements in her three years in DCF custody and has had multiple Baker Acts. However, this child has an IQ of
more than 110, and school has been a safe haven for her, where she demonstrates little to no behavioral issues. In the last year
that she has served as the Guardian ad Litem to this child, Emmanuelle has advocated to ensure that the child’s school did not
change, even when her placement disrupted. This has made a significant impact on the emotional well-being and educational path
of the child. When summer arrived, Emmanuelle identified a special summer camp at Florida International University for children
with ADHD and other behavioral needs. When she discovered that the tuition would be far beyond what could be asked of by the
agency to pay, she herself sponsored the child so she could attend. Emmanuelle Cagol-Landrieu is an amazing Guardian ad Litem
volunteer, a wonderful person, and a true friend to this child. Thank you, Emmanuelle, for going above and beyond!
– Kathryn Mason and Brandy Scippio

A huge thank you to volunteers Carol Ballent and Rosi Alvarez for hosting and organizing a recruitment event in June for our staff
and volunteers. We had over 15 people show up to both share their experiences as GAL’s and to learn more about the program.
Also, a shout-out to recruiter Jeff Beal for coming to direct the conversation and handle inquiries.
-Jessica Allen, Esq
LaTonya Morales is an exceptional volunteer. She, not only served in the Navy and understands the role of sacrificing herself for
others but is also a phenomenal volunteer. She has had her case since July of 2016 feeling passionate about helping a young boy in
need, who ironically has the same name as her only child. A reason, she states, first inspired her to take on this particular case. She
always speaks so highly of this young teenager and has formed a great bond with him working diligently on his future and a hopeful
adoption by his long time foster parent. Not only has she taken on this case but whenever Latonya is called upon to assist in recruiting more volunteers, she is eager to assist at events. LaTonya has played an instrumental role recruiting at Alonzo Mourning’s
Winter Groove and the Miami Rescue Mission Serve-a-Thon. Her desire to make a hands on difference within the community is
exemplified through her continuous actions. Thank you LaTonya for all that you do and being a GAL Superhero.
-Rona Scott
Natasha Minzie is not only a woman eager to give back but also a survivor. Natasha makes it known that she grew up in the foster
care system and wants to make sure that teenage girls in dependency know that regardless of their current life circumstances that
their dreams can come true. Natasha loves to inspire young girls and tell them of her story and how she became a celebrity stylist.
She has traveled around the world as a stylist for Telemundo and still styles the hair of many exclusive clients. During this past
school year, Natasha donated her time to those teenage girls graduating in June. Any CAM or volunteer that took their GAL teenager to her salon, was provided with cart blanche treatment and received free styling for their prom. Just to give you an idea, a hair
weave with Natasha starts at $300! Natasha was able to style, inspire and mentor 5 teenage girls affiliated with GAL. Natasha became a GAL volunteer in February of 2017 and we look forward to her continued assistance in making a difference with our children who have been abused, abandoned or neglected. Natasha also shared her story publicly during an interview in December of
2016 in The Miami Times newspaper during an interview regarding the GAL program. Thank you Natasha for generosity and commitment.
-Rona Scott

Aurelio Rojas's dedication to our program is simply amazing ! He is always eager to help and learn as much as possible. He makes it
a priority to attend all hearings, meetings and keep in touch with all parties. He stays in contact with his former cases on a regular
basis.
To top it off he even completed a courtesy visit for us while he was staying in Maryland. He drove 2.5 hours to see a little one staying out of state with relatives. Aurelio we can't thank you enough for your commitment to the GALP. Thanks to you we were able to
confirm that the child was in a phenomenal home with a bright future ahead.
-Maritza Torres
Ermine Brooks has been a GAL for over 12 years. She consistently goes above and beyond in each of her cases. She routinely visits
children more than once a month and has developed a strong rapport with all of the children she’s assigned to. She has also
demonstrated a distinct ability to effectively communicate with case workers, therapists and foster parents as evidenced by the
fact that the GALP is always kept in the loop of any developments in all of her cases.
-Clayton Chin Quee, Esq. & Maria Martinez, Esq.
Iciar Maiz is so fearless and truly goes above and beyond to protect her case child. She is thorough and always willing to do anything to make sure her child is safe. Whether this means showing up when if the caregivers are being problematic and not willing to
cooperate. Iciar is personable, consistent, and assertive. She is level headed and super dedicated to meeting the needs of our kids.
-Maritza Torres
Jennifer Adelson is truly an angel sent from heaven! She visits her children as often as possible. She is responsible, genuine, caring
and knows what she's doing. I know I can always count on her to turn in her reports on time and exceed the mission of the GALP.
I'm certain she will leave a mark on every child she meets.
-Maritza Torres
We appreciate Volunteer GAL Phyllis Simpkins’ commitment to her case and the three children she advocates for. Volunteer GAL
Phyllis deserves praise and recognition because she has hung in as a GAL on this tough case with one verified HT child who has
been on run more than in care. She even helped the teenager volunteer at the GAL’s job to obtain community service hours. Thank
you for your dedication and care of this child despite the constant frustration and concern for our HT child.
-Natalie Lamela Freitas, Esq.
Loretta Mufson you have been such a positive force in the lives of the children you've represented. Loretta's support is unconditional and admiring. We had a child who needed to see an oral surgeon and Loretta found a pro bono oral surgeon for him. She
was more than a mentor and more like a maternal figure for this teenager. The child is now 18 and he's in EFC with a wonderful
family and he aspires to become an officer. He completed an internship with Law enforcement last summer and did amazing!
-Maritza Torres
We want to send a huge thank you to Cindy Bobadilla who was recently promoted to the Division 002 CAM II position. She was a
stellar CAM I and has transitioned into her new role as CAM II seamlessly. Cindy has been able to handle any outstanding case issues and quickly assign incoming cases, while simultaneously continuing to work her own cases temporarily. The transition had no
effect on our advocacy in or out of court, and that is quite remarkable. Thank you, Cindy, for taking on this new role. You are a perfect fit and we are very lucky to have you!
--Kathryn Mason, Lynn Misset and Elisa Gibellini

I would like to acknowledge Emily Hales. Emily has been a GAL for less than 90 days but has shown advocacy for her GAL child on
multiple occasions with respective recommendations that are always in the child’s best interest. From day one Emily has been fully
involved with her case as a GAL. Whether if doing a diligence to gather all the facts or just being a support and constant for her GAL
child, she has been there every step of the way. Her work expertise made her a perfect fit for the case and her love for younger
children a perfect fit for her GAL baby. It was an instant bond and with the last few months has only grown that much stronger. The
GAL not only advocates for the child’s best interest with a fervency and zeal but does whatever it takes to make sure the child well
being is assured. The GAL has confirmed appointments for the child and transported the child when needed, made arrangements
and even paid for transportation for the mother to get the child to a medical appointment on time. Arrived at the appointment to
make sure everything was taken care of and to answer any question the mother may has as well as relay the information in a laymen’s terms to the mother as the GAL is a Pediatric Nurse. The GAL even noticed through multiple interaction and visits with the
child that the child walked slightly unbalanced and requested for the child to be evaluated for the appropriate therapy, which was
something the child needed. The GAL even takes the child out for age appropriate outing’s to create some normalcy in the child’s
life. The GAL not only worries about the well being of the child but even the mother’s well being and services and makes every
effort to make sure the mom understands what is going on while also encouraging the mother to do her task. Emily has shown
tremendous advocacy and gone out of her way countless times to make sure the children’s best interest is being fulfilled and embodies everything that a GAL is!!
-Tacovia Knight
I wanted to acknowledge the volunteer Angela Brown for her dedication and thorough advocacy. Also, I wanted to recognize Esther Garcia, GAL attorney, for her dedication and her ability to help solve case emergencies in a rapid manner. It is clear that both
individuals embody our mission. They are for the child.
-Melissa Saportas
Since Angela Brown has started with us I have truly been impressed with her advocacy. She visits her children often, talks to many
different providers and parties without prompts (the parents, therapists, parents’ providers, etc). She communicates with myself
and her CAM frequently and works great with a team. Even when we do not see eye to eye, Angela is a zealous advocate for her
cases. She truly is a wonderful volunteer.
Desiree Marengo Masson, Esq.
Monique Harvey is relatively new to working at the GAL Program but she has been such a joy to work with. I can attest to her work
ethic and dedication to her cases. She was assigned a heart breaking case where a child lost his older brother to gun violence. Since
that was his closest family, the child was carrying around his brother’s ashes in his book bag everywhere he went and to every
placement. Monique purchased an urn for the child’s brother and watches over it until the child is in a consistent placement. She
has consistently gone above and beyond for the children and families on her case in a calm and professional demeanor.
She is also incredibly patient with the families on her cases, even in the most frustrating circumstances. I believe Monique Harvey
serves as an inspiration for all those she works with.
-Victoria Harris

Since I’ve worked at GALP, I can almost say that I see Evin Daly every day! He’s so dedicated to the children we serve and is amazing.
– Mari-C Pina.

I’ve personally experienced Rosi Alvarez’ tireless efforts in working with the children she serves. I see her at the courthouse on a
weekly basis! I see how much she cares for the children she serves. Nothing gets by her unnoticed. She builds on the child’s
strengths and is a TRUE voice to the children she serves.
– Mari-C Pina.
I wanted to recognize my volunteer Maria Fernandez de Castro. She is an amazing volunteer and was able to get the agency to pay
52,000 for a drug treatment program for 90 days for a teenager. The child has severe issues and failed at her previous treatment
programs placed by the Marchman Act. Thanks to Maria continued pressure, the agency paid for a private drug facility in Boca Raton area.
This is what attorney Jorge Tormes had to say about Maria:
I wanted to recognize Maria Fernandez de Castro, a volunteer GAL.
Maria is assigned to a case with two children. One of the girls is a teenager with a lot of issues. Maria is one of the most pro-active
GAL volunteers I have had. She is in constant communication with the child’s service providers and the case manager. She communicates with both parents, often times having to deal with their drama and outbursts but always demonstrating courtesy and
professionalism. Her GAL reports are extremely well written and detailed. She provides me with constant updates on the case and
she reviews all documents she acquires, including lengthy treatment records. Maria is a strong and resourceful advocate for the
best interest of the children she is appointed to. She also has a great court presence often knowing more about the case than the
case manager.
-Lashara Black
Since I’ve worked here, I have seen how diligent and disciplined Ms. Gloria Lightbourn is; whatever anyone asks of her, she’s on
top of it! She is truly dedicated to her job. She goes above and beyond. She’s taught me a lot her on the job. She just never stops
working! She’s an amazing woman and co-worker. I’m blessed to work with her.
– Mari-C Pina.

Pictured above: Some of our newest GAL Volunteers and Staff. Welcome!

On April 26th, Guardian ad Litem Staff, Volunteers
and friends of the program joined at the Conrad for
the 2017 Volunteer Recognition Event. This year’s
recipients included: Stephanie Mendy (recipient of
the Lloyd Zand Above and Beyond Award) and division awardees Carlos and Madelyn Alvarino (01),
Danielle Lobato (02), Carlos de la Torre (03), Elisa
Rossi (08), Taquila Atis (07,048) and Amy Brienes
(09).

WE HAVE HEARD YOU
The Volunteer Advisory Committee (VARC) promotes our Circuit's retention by motivating and supporting existing volunteers and
assisting with ongoing recruitment efforts.

GALs have Superpowers! Our newest billboard campaign encourages the best of the best to join our Program. Do you know someone who can leap tall buildings on behalf of a child? We want names!
You asked and we delivered. Our website is up! You will find all the information you need at: wearemiamiguardians.org
Using your feedback, the VARC assisted with the First Steps Guide for new GAL trainees. This is a helpful condensed, indexed version of the contents of the trainee package.
Great to have you back Patty! Ms. Abaroa is our new Recruitment Coordinator. She will also assist with the mentor/mentee process.
Much gratitude to all the staff and GALs who helped with the June 3 friends and family recruitment effort! Thanks to you, we have
an outstanding group of new advocates.
Thanks to your calls, our GAL-to-GAL peer program is very successful. We are experienced guardians who are here for you 24/7.
Many of the issues we address at the VARC are directly the result of your input. Please contact us any time at:
Rosi Alvarez- Cell: 305 934-8487 rodafer@gmail.com GAL since 2000. All ages, mental health, substance abuse, issues specific to
teenagers, runaways
Andi Steinacker-Cell: 954 295-3757
Andrea.Steinacker@morganstanley.com GAL since 2000- Older youth, parent/sibling grief issues, case resources
Betsy Skipp- Cell: 305 495-2755 miaresults@yahoo.com GAL since 2003- Independent Living and Immigration
Carol Ballent Cell: 305 801-6779 GAL since 2012- Babies to age 10, school issues

In Loving Memory of
Ronnie Weingarden
Guardian ad Litem Ronnie Weingarden recently passed away.
Ronnie was a long time, dedicated, passionate GAL. No matter how busy or involved he was with his own life and family, he never refused to take a case where
he could help troubled teens.
Ronnie was soft spoken and had a great sense of humor which helped him "get
through to the teens".
Thank you Ronnie for all your hard work. You are missed.
-Cynthia Kline

GAL NEWS
Groundbreaking Program Helping Foster Children Get Driver’s Licenses Made Permanent as
SB 60 Passes House and Goes to Governor
[Tallahassee, Florida] – A pilot program helping youth in the child welfare system get driver’s licenses, was expanded
and became permanent today with the passage of SB 60 and HB 217. Known as the “Keys to Independence Act,” the
program assists youth with getting a learner’s permit or driver’s license, helps find driver education courses and insurance, and offers financial assistance. The program has served over 1,200 youth, and quadrupled the number of children with licenses, prompting Senator Aaron Bean (R-Fernandina) and Representative Jennifer Sullivan (R-Eustis) to file
legislation to make it permanent and enhance it.

"Logyn Robinson, a Bradenton high school senior who lives in a foster care boy's group home said “It's a relief to know
there is help for youth in state care to get their permit or license. Being able to drive, and learning how to do so safely
for that matter is a life-changing experience in itself!"
Senator Bean said the bill was necessary to empower youth to succeed as adults: “We heard so much great testimony
from foster youth working on their education, trying to find jobs, starting a life for themselves, often while leaving
abusive or neglectful circumstances behind them. As the people responsible for constructing the child welfare system,
we should give these youth the tools to lead successful, independent lives as young adults.” Representative Sullivan
agreed, “Being able to drive is so important to being self-sufficient. There are many places in Florida where you can’t
get a job if you don’t have a license, or you’re limited in where you can go to school because there is no mass transportation. Kids from the child welfare system shouldn’t have to start adulthood at a disadvantage.”

Florida has been a national leader in providing
normalcy to youth in the child welfare system,
and Keys to Independence is an example of those
efforts. Department of Children and Families Secretary Mike Carroll said, “Getting a driver’s license
is a normal thing for teens to do, and it's important for youth in the child welfare system to
have as normal of an experience as possible. In
addition to that, with a driver’s license, they will
be safer, they will have better opportunities to go
to school where they want to go, to get jobs they
want, and to start their adult lives on their
terms. We owe them that opportunity.”

In addition to making the pilot permanent, SB 60
Vroom Vroom! Who’s got the keys to the jeep?!
will expand eligibility for the program and enable
youth whose placements change a grace period to
complete the program. Alan Abramowitz, Executive Director of the Statewide Guardian ad Litem Program, was especially pleased that the program could be expanded within its existing resources. “As GALs, we represent the child’s
best interest, and I thought to myself, what could be better than giving kids in the system some of the things we all
want for our own kids: the ability to learn, a bit of a cushion as they get started, and ultimately to be independent. The Keys program does that, and it should be available to as many teens as possible.”

CIRCUIT NEWS

Executive Director Alan F. Abramowitz is all smiles alongside
Miami Guardians ad Litem Chelsea Storm de Meillac and Carl
Alonso at the Social Workers Event in Tallahassee this April.

CBIA Esther Garcia (center) was the recipient of the
Statewide GAL/Akerman Impact Award, “demonstrating
exemplary legal advocacy and innovative thinking that
has greatly impacted Florida’s most vulnerable children.”
Congrats, Esther!

Susan Somers, Esq. made the 11th Circuit proud at this
year’s disabilities summit, where she was awarded for one
of the 5 Cs: Collective Empowerment.

We’re looking for mentors to guide new volunteers through the first steps of their new cases.
A volunteer mentor will spend approximately ten hours with their mentees, which includes, but is not limited to, the new GAL’s
first home visit. We always ask for your availability before assigning you a mentee.
Interested? Please email: Patricia.Abaroa@gal.fl.gov for more information. Training is provided and interested mentors must be
approved.

A CALL TO ACTION
As many of you know on October 1st 2016 the Florida Guardian ad Litem Program was awarded a $250,000
grant from National CASA. The purpose of this grant was to support statewide initiatives to significantly increase the number of volunteers who advocate on behalf of Florida’s abused and neglected children. With
this grant the Florida Guardian ad Litem Program re-launched the “I am for the Child Campaign” – Statewide;
in each of its twenty local Programs; in every community; and in every city. Over the past nine months we
have been given the opportunity to purchase print ads in our local community newspapers, we had a very
successful Radio PSA campaign with I-Heart Radio, over the summer we participated in a movie theatre campaign in many theaters in our community, we recently launched our Billboard campaign in the southern most
point of our county and we are now about to take part in a Radio Campaign with NPR. Being able to raise
awareness in our community of our need for volunteers is Key. None of this would be possible without the
funding from this grant. The first year of this funding is scheduled to end on September 30 th and there will be
an opportunity for us to apply for a second year of funding. However, along with this opportunity comes our
responsibility to deliver the promised increase in volunteer representation. This is why I’m asking for your
help and support during the final stretch of our campaign. We are asking that if it is at all possible that each
of you consider possibly taking on just one more case so that we can make an impact on that final number.
Miami has the fourth largest amount of children in care in our State and if each one of our existing volunteers
agreed to take on one more case we would have a huge impact on that final statewide number. Please give it
some thought and contact your CAM if you are able to answer this call.
“I am for the child”.

THE DIRECTOR’S PIECE
Dear Advocates,
As we continue to put an emphasis on raising awareness about the important job you all do and in recruiting the right volunteers
to represent children involved in Miami-Dade’s child welfare system, we ask for help from you, our volunteers, for one simple reason: without even realizing it, you are our best recruiters! As volunteer child advocates, you are in the front lines every day in order
to advocate for the children you represent in court regarding decisions that will forever impact their lives.
Recently, a young lady decided to take our training and became a GAL volunteer. During her swearing in ceremony, she realized
that the same judge swearing her in was the same judge who 16 years before presided over her own adoption. She even had a
picture on her phone of herself as a baby with the judge. It was an emotional moment for all in the courtroom that day but especially for this young woman and the judge.
Our role as advocates is far-reaching. The fact that this young lady recognized how fortunate her life turned out and was motivated
to give back by becoming a volunteer was a positive moment in what can sometimes be a depressing system. We need to latch on
to those positives and remember the good that we do when faced with the horrible things we see everyday, which is why we continue to ask you to speak with your friends, family, co-workers and neighbors and to share your light with them. After all, passion is
contagious!
Thanks,
Jessica Allen, Esq.

The moment that Guardian ad Litem Daniela shared her baby
pic with Judge Lederman!

